ABSTRACT

Orbital varices are abnormally enlarged, thin walled veins in direct connection with normal orbital vessels. Stooping, bending, coughing or straining increase the venous tension and in this way can cause symptoms, such as bulging of the eyes (proptosis), orbital pain, bleeding, intermittent double vision. Small varices are managed by observation while larger lesions may require surgery. In our case report we demonstrate the case of a 72-year-old female patient with right sided retro-orbital pressure sensation for weeks, and exophthalmos with blurred vision for 1 week. MR investigation proved the presence of a partially thrombosed orbital varix on the right side, and a smaller, non-thrombosed varix on the left side. Observation was agreed, and the symptoms resolved spontaneously after several weeks.
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Introduction

Orbital varix is a rare entity that occurs equally in males and females, typically in the 2nd or 3rd decade of life [1]. It results from the congenital weakness of the postcapillary venous wall [2]. The weakness leads to the proliferation and dramatic dilation of these valveless, thin walled orbital veins. Presenting symptoms of the venous tension and the conflict of vascular formations with oculomotor muscles can include intermittent diplopia, proptosis, decreased visual acuity, and retro-orbital pain [2–4]. A lot of conditions, which increase the venous tension (forward bending, coughing, breath holding, Valsalva maneuver) can cause dramatic protrusion of the affected eye, called unilateral stress proptosis [5]. In some cases orbital varices can manifest with thrombosis and hemorrhage, producing a more sustained, severe proptosis and in rare cases optic nerve injury with consequential visual impairment [6].

Case report

A 72-year-old female patient was referred to the Department of Ophthalmology, with several weeks' history of right retro-orbital pressure during forward bending. She did not have any previous illnesses, only presbyopia. Physical examination was normal, there was no
exophthalmos, her best corrected visual acuity was full on both sides, visual fields were intact, pupillary responses were equal and fundoscopy was unremarkable. Eye movements were in normal range, intraocular pressure was also normal according to Goldmann tonometry. The patient was released and further investigations were planned. After a week the patient felt swelling of the right upper eyelid, pain in the forehead, and blurring of the vision of the right eye. At the Department of Ophthalmology exophthalmos (3 mm), periorbital edema and hyperemia were found on the right side.

The ophthalmologist requested an orbital MR investigation with contrast material (Philips Ingenia 1.5 T, contrast material: Gadovist 7 mL), which revealed a right-sided intraconal thrombosed varix (20 × 17 × 10 mm) displacing the optic nerve, but the thickness and signal intensity of the nerve were normal (Figs. 1 and 2). The left-sided superior orbital vein was also mildly dilated (3–4 mm). There were no abnormal enhancing mass lesions within the orbits or brain parenchyma. No intracranial arteriovenous malformations, dural fistulas, or carotid cavernous fistulas were identified. Targeted orbital color Doppler investigation on the right side found a hypoechoic retrobulbar lesion without flow signal which mildly displaced the optic nerve.

Figure 1. T1-weighted High Resolution Isotropic Volume Examination (THRIVE) without contrast (A) and with contrast (B). Arrow with continuous line: intact optic nerve; Arrow with dotted line: superior ophthalmic vein on the left side; Arrow with dotted stem: orbital varix

Figure 2. T2-weighted images without abnormal signal intensity of the optic nerve. Arrow with continuous line: optic nerve; Arrow with dotted line: superior ophthalmic vein on the left side; Arrow with dotted stem: varix
Two weeks later the symptoms of the patient resolved spontaneously. The control ophthalmological investigation was normal, no exophthalmos, periorbital edema, or hyperemia was found.

Discussion

The best diagnostic tool for orbital varices is magnetic resonance imaging. Orbital varices have hypo-to hyperintense signal on T1-weighted images, hyperintense signal on T2-weighted images, and usually enhance intensely after the administration of contrast material. The post-contrast sequences are also essential to prove thromboembolic complications [7]. Other causes or orbital masses, such as cavernous hemangiomas and lymphangioma should be included in the differential diagnosis of orbital varices [7].

In our case MRI demonstrated a tortuous, partially thrombosed – can explain why flow signal cannot be detected with color Doppler investigation – dilatated intracanal vessel in the posterior orbit, which tapered toward the orbital apex and lacked internal septae. Imaging did not reveal orbital wall defect.

Observation was agreed, and the symptoms of the patient resolved spontaneously.

There are no well established guidelines for treatment. Small lesions do not usually require treatment, but observation. Recurrent thrombosis, pain, severe proptosis, or compression of the optic nerve require intervention, for example electrothrombosis [8], stereotactic gamma knife radiosurgery [9], sclerotherapy, endovascular embolization with or without surgical excision. The long-term risk of missed treatment are optic nerve atrophy and blindness [3, 8, 10].
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